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Everybody predicts we are going to face an ice-cold winter in the Global North, especially in
Europe and particularly in Ukraine. In the meantime, Russia is amassing along the northern
Ukrainian border  some half  a  million-plus  troops and about  1,500 tanks  and massive-
massive artillery.

Ukraine is already devastated by knocked out electricity, causing blackouts in about 60% of
the country, no heating, due to lack of gas and petrol supplies from Russia and / or (auto-
)destroyed internal delivery systems, with expected low sub-freezing temperatures of -15
degrees C and more, literally converting millions of people into refugees – towards western
Europe.

The situation is already desperate. No Heat. No food. No energy. No light. Darkness and
cold. Outright misery.

It’s said, President Putin is just waiting for the ground to freeze solid, so Russian tanks and
troops will not get stuck in the mud. Once that happens – he will command the Endgame.

This is Putin’s last option. So, thinks former senior advisor to the US Secretary of Defense,
Col. Doug Macgregor – see this interview with Max Blumenthal and Aaron Mate.

Former  United  States  Marine  Corps  intelligence  officer  and  United  Nations  weapons
inspector,  Scott  Ritter,  foresees  a  similar  situation.  The  Russians  have  not  changed
objectives  since  the  beginning  of  the  war  –  denazification  and  demilitarization  of  Ukraine,
plus  protecting  the  predominantly  Russian  Donbas  Region  and  other  Russian-rooted
populations.
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No matter what the western mainstream media lies, President Putin has always instructed
his generals to avoid targeting civilians, to minimize civilian casualties, and to the extent
possible,  protect  civilian  infrastructure.  Knowing  how  the  west  would  react  and  what
western  corrupted media  would  say,  President  Zelenskyy  initiated  a  program of  auto-
destruction  of  everything,  including  killing  his  Ukrainian  compatriots,  accusing  Russia.
Western media  complied.  Anything goes,  if  it  helps  blaming and destroying Putin  and
Russia.

The  stated  Russian  goal  of  denazification  and  demilitarization  is  reasonable  and  would  be
achievable without constant NATO interference and arming of Ukraine, without non-stop
blasting of Russia-Russia-Russia; and without blowing Zelenskyy’s ego out of any human
proportion.

Mr.  Putin’s  proposals  for  negotiations  have  been  ignored  or  adamantly  refused  by
Zelenskyy, the western bellboy, as the west is hellbent to destroy Russia and Putin in
whatever ways possible. See this, Scott Ritter: “Ukraine cannot win this war. It’s a fantasy”.

Since this is a western war of propaganda (John Pilger), propagating the obnoxiously stupid
notion that Ukraine will win this war, there is no pressure from even reasonable westerners
(sic) to bring the conflict to the negotiation-table.

Hence,  by  the  war-minded  western  journalists  –  main  and  off-mainstream –  without  much
difference,  Putin  is  showing  with  Russian  troops  and  war  material  buildup  along  Ukraine’s
northern frontier, his readiness for a final strike to end this war.

Other  journalists  and war-luminaries  move their  thoughts  and predictions  in  the same
direction.

The going narrative is, the west / NATO leaves Putin no choice, other than this devastating
endgame situation.

Under normal circumstances this might be a logical conclusion. But we are not living in a
world of normal circumstances. We are living in a dystopian world, with dystopian people,
who in their dystopian-think far prefer war to peace. Not only for the multi-billion-dollar war
profits, but also – and maybe foremost – for the macho-type muscle flexing vis-à-vis Russia
and all those no-good bandido-nations, who are still supporting Putin and Russia.

Are these pundits truly thinking of the full picture? One may wonder about the potential
consequences of a WWIII-scenario of such an attack, nuclear or non-nuclear; but, maybe
more importantly, what is Ukraine for Russia?

During the past at least 300-plus years, Ukraine has been an integral part of Russia, of the
Russian Empire,  of  the Soviet  Union.  Even after  the fall  of  the Soviet  Union in  1991,
independent Ukraine was still  a close ally to the new Russia – until  the “f*ck Europe”
(Victoria Nuland) February 2014 US-EU-NATO inspired Maidan Coup. That was an unnatural
game changer.

Please allow me to ask – President Putin, arguably one of the few – if not the only clear-
thinking world leaders left, would he eradicate a historic and cultural part of Greater Russia?
Which  in  the  end  would  only  benefit  the  western  profit-drunken  war-machine?  –  And  of
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course, the WEF’s promoted and orchestrated by invisible financial giants Great Reset with
its parallel ultra-deceptive UN Agenda 2030? – Would he?

Don’t think so.

Mr. Putin is a man of ethics and of traditional values, including family values. Almost every
Ukrainian citizen has somewhere family or other close-relation links with people in Russia.

Mr. Putin, a man who has not forgotten Ukraine’s role in the successes of the Soviet Union,
of Russia, in manufacturing, technology development; Ukraine, a source of a multitude of
minerals and other raw materials, and not least – the breadbasket, not only for Russia but
for the world – Mr. Putin, a man of that caliber would not annihilate an essential part of the
Body of  Russia  –  and this  for  reasons way beyond the present  western fangs around
Ukraine.

President Putin doesn’t want a WWIII, though many say, we are already in a “new” form of a
WWIII. Perhaps. But not nuclear; and not (yet) all-destructive.

Think about it.

There are other ways.

Why not just capture Zelenskyy and his corrupt inner-circle elite Nazi-gang, replace them
with  a  “real”  democratically  elected  leadership,  with  a  western-funded  revival  and
reconstruction program and get going without delay – sort of a Maidan-Coup in reverse.
Within short, Russian efficiency would rebuild Ukrainian infrastructure, reinstate the flow of
energy, electricity, heat, food, a relative comfort for a devastated society. – Imagine, how
happy Ukrainians would be if Russia would take over?!?

“Western-funded”, means, rebuilding Ukraine physically and morally with revenues from
sales of Russian gas and other hydrocarbons to desperate Europe – which Europe bitterly
needs – unless she risks within a couple of years a large-scale deindustrialization, slide into
abject poverty, if not back into the Stone Ages.

Europe has already realized this, as their gas storage tanks are full to the brim throughout
the  EU,  clandestinely  filled  with  Russian  gas  over  the  past  few  months,  while  the  official
narrative was “sanctioning Russia – no Russian energy ever” – see this.

Given Mr. Putin’s solid background in intelligence and his savvy as a strategist, “taking out”
President Zelenskyy and his criminal inner-clan and putting them before a Russian war-
crimes tribunal, might not be that difficult. This could probably be done without destroying a
single building.

In fact, you might not be surprised, a vast, a very vast majority of Ukrainians would be
grateful to Mr. Putin and might even ask the Kremlin for integration into Russia. That might
not happen. At least not immediately. But Ukraine could indeed become again an ally and
close  partner  of  Russia  –  the  status  she  had  before  the  2014  US-NATO planned  and
Ukrainian neo-Nazi “Right Sector”, executed Maidan Coup.

Would the West just look on and do nothing?

Probably not.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/big-lie-worldwide-energy-shortage-plus-multiple-crises-all-manufactured-meant-destruction-western-civilization/5797768
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But would they risk a nuclear war over Ukraine? – We don’t know. Of course, there are high
risks  of  false  flags,  pointing  to  Russia  having  done  terrible  things  to  the  Ukrainian  people
and to the west, propagated as we know it by western lie-propaganda media – that would
require terrible retributions. All that is possible, and Russia might be prepared for it.

That may be the reason for the fully armed and war-ready military build-up along the
northern Ukrainian frontiers.

In the end, western powers, or those who think they represent these powers, have largely
achieved their goal, namely the war as a deviation maneuver of public attention from a

larger  agenda:  The  fast-advancing  Great  Reset,  alias,  UN Agenda 2030 –  and  the  4th

Industrial Revolution, the digitization of everything. The tyrannic assault on humanity for
total  control.  According to their  plan, there are about eight years left  to achieve their
criminal objectives.

As we fall  for  the multi-deviations of War, New Covid Variants, new plandemic
threats,  Inflation,  Climate  Change,  Energy  Crisis,  Food  Shortages,  –  and-so-on  –
THEY are advancing with giant steps towards their Reset objectives, including Yuval Noah
Harari’s  dream,  of  a  world  without  “useless  eaters”  and  robotized,  chip-implanted
transhumanized survivors. Harari, a depopulation advocate, is Klaus Schwab’s buddy and
close associate.

*

We, The People, are on Our Own

We must never forget, that we are on our own. In all these atrocities, plandemics, deadly
vaxx-coercions, famine, false energy crises, manufactured inflation and fabricated “climate
change”, alias geoengineering, controlling the weather, weaponizing the weather worldwide
(see this), and perhaps worst of all, imposing fully digitized central bank currencies (DCBC)
to enslave us and rob us of our last shred of liberty – plus, the daily drill of lies, after lies,
after lies from our governments, health authorities, weather institutes – yes, let’s never
forget, We, the People, are on our own.

We cannot  rely  on  or  trust  any  authorities,  as  we  know them.  All  those  illusions,  of
democracy and “in our government we trust” are lies, always were. We have to prepare to
be on our own, to start on our own a new society, a new way of life.

Do not think, that the “old way” – the old society – could be reformed and rebooted. Reform
doesn’t exist. Never think Reform. Think NEW. New in the sense of local, family, like-minded
people, community-based, gradually building up a peaceful equitable society, outside of the
current corrupt dystopian mainstream. Forget the mainstream. Let it rot by itself.

If we manage to physically and intellectually and spiritually detach from the old corrupted
ways, and build up New Ways by the People for the People – local production for local
consumption, with local means of exchange, becoming gradually self-sufficient, joining with
other communities,  building networks of  new-thinking and new-acting people –  we are
halfway there.

Our conviction and unfaltering perseverance plus unpredictable dynamics will take over,
take us  further  towards  a  new conscience.  With  positive-thinking mindsets  we will  be

https://www.globalresearch.ca/weather-warfare/5795319/5795319
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moving into a New Sunrise.

*
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“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute   
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